
DISCONCUGACY - An nth order homogeneouslinear di�erential equation (operator)Lydef� y(n) + p1(x)y(n�1) + : : :+ pn(x)y = 0; (1)is called disconjugate on an interval I if no nontrivialsolution has n zeros on I, multiple zeros being countedaccording to their multiplicity. (In russian literature thisis called non-oscillation on I.) If (1) has a solution withn zeros on an interval, then the in�mum of all values c,c > a, such that some solution has n zeros on [a; c] iscalled the conjugate point of a and is denoted by �(a).This in�mum is achieved by a solution which has atleast n zeros at a and �(a) and is positive on (a; �(a)).If the equation has continuous coe�cients, the conjugatepoint �(a) is a strictly increasing, continuous function ofa. The adjoint equation has the same conjugate pointas (1). For general properties, see [C], [L].There are numerous explicit su�cient criteria for theequation (1) to be disconjugate. Many of them are ofthe form nXk=1 ck(b� a)kjjpkjj < 1;where jjpkjj is some norm of pk; I = [a; b] and ck are suit-able constants. These are \smallness conditions" whichexpress the proximity of (1) to the disconjugate equationy(n) = 0. See [W].L is disconjugate on [a; b] if and only if it has there theP�olya factorizationLy � �n ddx(�n�1 : : : ddx(�1 ddx(�0y)) : : :); �i > 0;or the equivalent Mammana factorization Ly = ( ddx +rn) : : : ( ddx + r1)y. Among the various P�olya factoriza-tions the most important is Trench's canonical form [T]:If L is disconjugate on (a; b), b �1, there is essentialyone factorization such that R b ��1i =1, i = 1; : : : ; n�1.Disconjugacy is closely related to solvability of the dela Vall�ee Poussin multiple point problem Ly =g; y(i)(xj) = aij ; i = 0; : : : ; rj�1; Pm1 rj = n. Green'sfunction of a disconjugate operator L and the relatedhomogeneous bvp satis�esG(x; t)=(x� x1)r1 : : : (x� xm)rm > 0for x1 � x � xm; x1 < t < xm [L]. Other interest-ing boundary value problem is the focal bvp y(i)(xj) =0; i = rj�1; : : : ; rj � 1; 0 = r0 < r1 < : : : < rm = n� 1.For a second order equation nonoscillation (i.e., no so-lution has a sequence of zeros converging to +1) im-plies by the Sturm seperation theorem that there existsa point a such that (1) is disconjugate on [a;1). Forequations of order n > 2 this conclusion holds for a classof equations [E] but not for all equations [Gu].Particular results about disconjugacy exist for variousspecial types of di�erential equations:

(1) The Sturm-Liouville operator(py0)0 + qy = 0; p > 0; (2)is studied by the Sturm (and Sturm-Picone) compar-ison theorem, the Pr�ufer transformation and the Ric-cati equation z0+q+z2=p = 0. It is also closely relatedto the positive de�niteness of the quadratic functionalR ba (py02 � qy2). See [S], [C], [H]. For example, (2) isdisconjugate on [a; b] if R ba p�1 � R ba jqj < 4.(2) Third order equations are studied in [G].(3) For self adjoint equationPmi=0(pm�iy(i))(i) = 0 theexistence of a solution with two zeros of multiplicity mis studied. Their absence is called (m;m)-disconjugacy.(4) Disconjugacy of the analytic equation w00+p(z)w =0 in a complex domain is connected to the theory ofunivalent functions. See [N], [H].(5) Many particularly elegant result are available fortwo-term equations y(n) + p(x)y = 0 and their general-izations Ly + p(x)y = 0 [K],[E].Disconjugacy is also studied for certain second orderlinear di�erential systems of higher dimension [C], [R].Note also the historical prologue of [R] which explainsthe connection to the calculus of variations. The con-cepts of disconjugacy and oscillation are also generalizedto nonlinear and functional di�erential equations.References[C] Coppel,W. A.: Disconjugacy, LectureNotes in Mathematics,Vol. 220, Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1971.[E] Elias, U.: Oscillation theory of two-term di�erential equa-tions.[G] Gregus, M.: Third order linear di�erential equations, Reidel,Dordrecht, 1987.[Gu] Gustafson, G. B.: `The nonequivalence of oscillation andnondisconjugacy', Proc. Amer. Math. Soc., 25(1970), 254-260.[H] Hille, E.: Lectures on Ordinary Di�erential Equations, Ad-dison-Wesley, Reading, 1968.[K] Kiguradze, I. T. and Chanturia, T. A.: Asymptotic proper-ties of solutions of nonautonomous ordinary di�erential equa-tions, Kluwer Publishers, Dordrecht, 1993.[L] Levin, A. Yu.: `Non-oscillation of solutions of the equationx(n) + p1(t)x(n�1) + : : :+ pn(t)x = 0', Russian Math.Surveys, 24 (1969), 43-99.[N] Nehari, Z.: `The Schwarzian derivative and schlicht func-tions', Bull. Amer. Math. Soc., 55 (1949), 545-551.[R] Reid, W. T.: Sturmian theory for ordinary di�erential equa-tions, Springer, 1980.[S] Swanson, C. A.: Comparison and oscillatory theory of lineardi�erential equations, Academic Press, New York, 1968.[T] Trench, W. F.: `Canonical forms and principal systems forgeneral disconjugate equation', Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.,189 (1974), 319-327.[W] Willet, D.: `Generalized de la Vall�ee Poussin disconjugacytests for linear di�erential equations', Canadian Math. Bull.,14 (1971), 419-428. U. EliasAMS Subject Classi�cation: 34C101


